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Finished chest measurements:  40(44,50,54)” 

Materials: worsted weight yarn 1000(1100,1250,1300) yards or 15(17,19,20)ozs. )Sample knit with Rowan 
Summer Tweed Silk/Cotton, 118 yds/50 gms.
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Free Pattern 

Keyplate 2dot or bulky tension 3.

Gauge: 4.5 sts and 6 rows = 1”=

 

Sleeves.

1.  Ewrap cast on  47(51,59,69) sts.  RC = 0.  Knit 2 rows.  

2.  Transfer the middle stitch to adjacent needle and put empty needle in nwp.  

3.  Counting out from each side of center empty needle, transfer every 5th st to adjacent needle and put 
empty needle in nwp.  

4.  Inc 1 st on each side every 5 rows, 15 times adding new sts into pattern as needed.  77(81,89,99)sts.  

5.  Knit to rc = 84. Place marker at each end to mark of armhole.

6.  Knit to rc  = 114(120, 128, 134).

7.  Remove all sts starting from center  needle in nwp and opposite carriage side to waste yarn or circular 
needle to hold.  Place empty needles in nwp.

8.  Knit to rc = 174(180,188,194).  Remove these sts to a circular needle or waste yarn to hold.  

9.  Rehang first group of sts on holder to machine remembering to skip sts in nwp.  Reset row counter to 114
(120, 128, 134).  

10. Knit to rc = 174(180,188,194).  

11. Rehang sts on holder  to machine, keeping appropriate sts in nwp.  Knit to rc = 204(216, 232, 244).

12.  Place marker at each end to mark armhole.  Dec 1 st on each end every 5 rows 15 times.  Knit to rc = 288
(300, 316, 328).  Bind off.

Body. 

13. Ewrap cast on 89(99,111,121).  Knit 2 rows.  Transfer the middle stitch to adjacent needle and put empty 
needle in nwp.  

14. Counting out from each side of center empty needle, transfer every 5th st to adjacent needle and put 
empty needle in nwp.  

15. Knit to rc = 84(90,96,102).  (To add length,  add 6 rows for every added inch).  Bind off.

16. Block pieces.  Sew body to sleeves between markers.  Sew sleeve and side seams.  Weave in any ends.
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This pattern is intended for personal use only. This pattern is copyrighted and cannot to be sold without permission.
When reproduced, must acknowledge KangaMooKnits.com as author.
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